
Best overall: Zoom, especially if you are willing to use the paid version.
Easiest to use: Skype
Runner up: Google hangouts

 
 

We Compared Video
Conferencing Apps For You

Up to 200 people in paid version,
100 in free version 
40-minute time limit in the free
version (24 hr in paid version) 
The paid version also includes a
recording feature 
Professional, business-focused 
Whiteboard feature 
Multiple people can share their
screens at once 
Share screen function
Breakout rooms to create smaller
groups within a call
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Basically Skype for business 
Very integrated with Microsoft
apps, probably only appropriate
for businesses that heavily use
Microsoft.
Mostly for collaborative work and
texting 
Video call capabilities-up to 250
people
Free-but more features available
with Office365 subscription
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25 people per call on the free
version 
No time limits 
Can make calls to standard
numbers
Recording and document sharing
only available in the paid version 
Screen sharing enabled 
Highly integrated with Gmail and
other Google apps (e.g. calendar)
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Up to 8 people per call/room 
Free 
Can move quickly between many
calls/rooms 
Fun: play various games like trivia
and quick draw 
Call cannot be rejected if
someone is online, it goes straight
through 
Share screen function
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4-hour limit 
50 user limit 
For a small fee make phone calls
to any number worldwide 
A bit glitchy and tends to cutout,
particularly on larger calls 
Doesn't need to be installed to
join or host a meeting 
Screen sharing available
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No free version after Feb 2021
Aesthetically similar to Facebook
Includes a newsfeed and features
like groups, chats, live video
broadcasting
Suitable for
companies/businesses (internal
communication within an
organisation) · Not so good for
communicating with external
organisations/individuals, e.g.
less suited to a virtual support
group than other platforms. 
Can make calls by creating
‘rooms’ and inviting people to join
these rooms with a link. 
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